Gold

Uncover the buried treasure in your home

It's true worth to you
Goldsmith Bros. SMELTING & REFINING CO.

ONE OF THE LARGEST AND OLDEST SMelters AND BUYERS OF OLD GOLD IN THE UNITED STATES

On January 31, 1934, President Roosevelt devalued the dollar and raised the price of gold to $35.00 per ounce from $20.67, at which level it had been for generations. This means that the actual Old Gold value of a piece of jewelry which formerly was about $20.00 is now worth about $35.00. The new high price for gold, as it exists today, offers you every incentive to dispose of your old, outmoded, and useless Old Gold.

It has been estimated that hundreds of millions of dollars worth of Old Gold (in jewelry, dental bridges and other scrap) is lying around "tied-up" in forgotten places such as bureaus, dresser drawers, mattresses, vaults, and other hideaways. This idle metal is now of much greater value in terms of cash than in its present useless form. Take advantage of today's prices; sell your Old Gold, and use the cash for the necessities (even luxuries) you have denied yourself.

Lastly, "It's true worth to you" is not merely realized in receiving the new high prices—but also in obtaining accurate weighing and testing. Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co. also pays for any other Precious Metals contained in your Old Gold, such as Platinum, Palladium, etc.

Therefore, above all else—deal only with experienced, reputable buyers, where you receive the maximum value contained in your Old Gold.

Over 65 years ago, Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co. started a standardized policy of proper pricing, weighing and testing that has resulted in the developing of one of the largest smelting and manufacturing plants in America devoted to Precious Metals. Note the difference of their original small structure and their main plant at Chicago today.

TODAY

Now, the name Goldsmith means one of the largest buyers of Old Gold and one of the largest smelting plants supplying Precious Metals in various forms to the jewelry, dental, chemical, electrical and other industrial consumers. Satisfaction is assured all Goldsmith shippers because of the accuracy and training of our weighing, testing and assaying departments as well as our ultra-modern refining, metallurgical and manufacturing facilities.

Thousands of shippers have learned to appreciate the old Goldsmith policy of maximum prices and prompt payments.

Your complete guarantee of satisfaction is Goldsmith's 67 year policy and basis of payment: Maximum payment is mailed the same day your shipment is received. Shipments are held subject to your approval, and promptly returned if you are not entirely satisfied.
Take your Old Gold to a Reliable Jeweler to be sent to Goldsmith. If you have no local jeweler ship direct to GOLDSMITH.

Use this convenient mailing label

From

To
Goldsmith Bros.
58 E. Washington Street
Chicago, Illinois

Chicago's OLDEST & LARGEST Smelters and Buyers of Old Gold and Precious Metals